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Group Expectations
Be Responsible
• Attend to the “Come back together” signal
• Active participation…Please ask questions
Be Respectful
• Please allow others to listen

• Please turn off cell phones
• Please limit sidebar conversations

• Share “air time”
• Please refrain from email and Internet browsing
Be Safe
• Take care of your own needs
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Team Roles
• Facilitator: lead discussions and activities to 

keep the team moving forward

• Recorder: keep written documentation of key 
discussion points, decisions, and next steps

• Time Keeper: keep track of time and bring the 
team back together
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Purpose

This module defines the components of a high-
quality recruitment and selection process and 

provides DITs an opportunity to apply the 
process to the selection of school leadership 

teams and coaches.
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Intended Outcomes
• Develop a high-quality recruitment and 

selection process for selecting district staff
• Identify necessary skill sets and responsibilities 

for roles required to support MTSS at the 
school-level

• Use a high-quality selection process to select 
school leadership teams and coaches
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Agenda
1.0 Recruiting, Selecting and Supporting Staff

2.0 Selection of School Leadership Teams and 
Coaches
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Connection to the MDE MTSS Practice Profile

• Essential Components: 
• Selection and Implementation of Instruction, Intervention, 

and Supports
• Definition: Selection also considers the resources and capacity 

needed to support implementation of MTSS with fidelity.

• The Team-Based Leadership
• Definition: An active, organized, knowledgeable and representative 

group exists to provide whole child supports, remove barriers, 
coordinate and evaluate activities across the system

• Your district team will develop a process for selecting staff who 
have the skills to successfully support the implementation of 
MTSS MDE MTSS Team, 2018
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Use of Module 5 Learning
• Immediate use because a high-quality 

recruitment and selection process will be used 
to select school leadership teams and school 
coaches
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1.0 Recruiting, Selecting and 
Supporting Staff
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Benefits
• A high-quality process for recruiting, selecting, 

and supporting staff:
• Ensures a clear understanding of the role for both 

the district and interested candidates
• Attracts individuals with the qualifications and skills 

necessary for the role
• Ensures a consistent process for selecting staff
• Includes a process for supporting individuals in 

their new role
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Selection Continuum
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DCA Item 21
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Components of a Selection Process
• Job Description
• Recruitment and Selection

• Guidelines for Recruiting Staff
• Interview/ Selection Protocol

• Role-specific Questions
• Performance Assessment (e.g. role play, assignment)
• General Questions

• Individualized Learning Plan
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Activity 1.1
• Your Executive Leader will provide a brief 

overview of the district’s existing 
processes and resources used to support 
the recruitment and selection of staff
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Job Description Components
• Skillsets
• Responsibilities
• If the description is for an internal role that is 

not full time, like a School Leadership Team 
member, then include section for “Estimated 
Time Allocation”
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Activity 1.2
• Access the document titled “Recruiting, 

Selecting, and Supporting Staff” 

• Your Implementation Specialist  and Coordinator 
will provide a brief overview of the the Job 
Description section
• How is this process similar to or different from the 

job descriptions developed in the past?

• What are the benefits and challenges to developing 
similar job descriptions for positions within the 
district?
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Decisions for Recruiting Staff
•Job Posting 

•External and/ or Internal
• Includes contents of Job Description

•Existing Staff Fulfill the Role
•Consider qualifications and skills outlined in Job 
Description

•Ensure individual has adequate time to complete 
responsibilities
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Interview/Selection Protocol
• Role-specific questions
• Performance Assessment:

• Assignment for the candidate to develop a product 
prior to the interview

• Role play(s)
• Scenarios

• General questions (e.g., Tell us about your 
experiences; What questions do you have for us)
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Performance Assessment:  Assignment
• The assignment should be something the person 

(if selected) would be expected to do
• Completed assignments are shared with the entire 

interview team for them to review prior to the 
interview

• Candidates should be provided about 10 minutes 
towards the end of the interview to discuss their 
assignment
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Performance Assessment: Role-Play 
• Role plays are another type of performance 

task
• The purpose of the role-play is two fold:

• Determine how the person would respond to as 
real of a situation as you can design

• Determine if the person is receptive to feedback 
and incorporates that feedback into either re-doing 
the role play or into subsequent selection questions
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Feedback Post Role Play
• Members of the interview team should be 

prepared to start providing feedback
• There should be affirmative feedback and 

feedback for what could have been done 
differently

• Watch and listen to the interviewee to 
determine the level of receptivity to the 
feedback
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Feedback Red Flags
• If the candidate seems defensive when 

receiving the feedback (e.g., argues, closed 
body language, laughs it off as just a role play) 
then the interview team should take this very 
seriously 
• It is likely an indication they will not be receptive to 

feedback if selected
• Selecting someone who is not open to feedback is 

a recipe for disaster
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Performance Assessment:  Scenarios
• Based on real situations that have occurred 

and that could happen again 
• Sufficient context is provided, followed by the 

question for the candidate to answer given the 
scenario 

• Follow-up questions should always be allowed 
if the candidate either didn’t provide a lot of 
specificity or took the scenario in a different 
direction
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Activity 1.3
• Access the document titled “Recruiting, Selecting, 

and Supporting Staff” 

• Independently, read the sections on Recruitment and 
Selection, which provides guidelines for developing a 
process

• As you read, consider how this type of a process 
would strengthen staff selection and help better 
identify the knowledge, skills, and abilities of 
candidates?

• Be prepared to share out
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Considerations

• None of the candidates will be able to answer all of 
the interview performance tasks, scenarios, questions 
with 100% accuracy

• Candidates will benefit from interview performance 
tasks, scenarios, and questions that accurately reflect 
the responsibilities of the position to allow for “mutual 
selection”

• Responses and products from the selection process / 
interview will be used to partially inform an 
Individualized Learning Plan
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DCA Item 22
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Individualized Learning Plan Components

• Professional learning plans should address the 
following:
• Description of what will be learned (language 

overlaps with learning goals)
• Timeline
• Person(s) Supporting
• Preparation Tasks
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Activity 1.4
• Your Implementation Specialist  and Coordinator 

will provide a brief overview of the Individualized 
Learning Plan section of “Recruiting, Selecting, 
and Supporting Staff” and the template

• As a group, discuss whether you have a similar 
process already in place in the district.  If a 
similar process exists, what adjustments might 
need to be considered?
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Differentiating Professional Learning

• To ensure staff have the skills necessary for their 
role, professional learning is provided to all staff

• Not all staff require an individualized learning plan
• Differentiated professional learning plans outline 

areas for further development for groups of staff 
with similar needs
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Differentiating Professional Learning (cont.)

• Differentiated Professional Learning Plans are 
written for groups of staff and include:
• Identified areas for growth
• Type of professional learning
• Timeline for completion
• Person supporting
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Activity 1.5
• District Leadership received today’s learning during 

the District Readiness Session and had initial 
conversations regarding recruitment and selection

• Your Coordinator will provide an update on next 
steps and timelines for making changes to district 
processes

• Determine as a group any additional updates for the 
district leadership to consider and identify next steps 
for communicating that information to district leaders

• Add activities to your Implementation Plan
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2.0 Selecting Staff to Support MTSS

School Leadership Teams and Coaches
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Selecting Roles to Support MTSS
• A high-quality recruitment and selection 

process will be used to select key roles for 
supporting MTSS within your district

• MiMTSS TAC has developed job descriptions, 
recommendations for recruitment and selection 
for all roles

• Your district will have an opportunity to review 
these resources and make decisions regarding 
how to select for these roles
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What roles will you be selecting for?
• A high-quality selection process was used by 

your district leadership to select:
• District Coordinator(s)
• District Implementation Team Members

• Today we will develop selection processes for:
• School Leadership Team Coaches
• School Leadership Teams

• In the future, a similar process will be used to 
select District Data Coordinators
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Recall:  Recruitment Options
•Job Posting 

•External, Internal or Both
• Includes contents of Job Description

•Existing Staff Fulfill the Role
•Consider qualifications and skills outlined in Job 
Description

•Ensure individual has adequate time to complete 
responsibilities
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Selection Process Options
• Formal Selection Process

• Provide overview of role and responsibilities
• Set of standard questions, including use of a 

performance assessment and feedback

• Formal Conversation
• Provide overview of role and responsibilities
• Ensure mutual selection
• Does not include use of a performance assessment
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Selection Process Non-examples

• Individual on team is “voluntold” they will be 
the Coach

• Lack of administrator engagement in selection 
or support for the individual selected

• First person to raise hand is selected 
regardless of skill or competencies 

• The person who seems to have the most 
available time to fulfill the role
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Selecting Team Membership

• Prior to the selection of SLTs, principals will 
complete a school committee audit to:

• Identify opportunities to leverage existing team 
structures

• Create efficiencies by consolidating the number of 
teams

• Consider existing responsibilities and team 
membership, in order to ensure staff have the 
capacity to full their various roles
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Activity 2.1
• Your Implementation Specialist will facilitate a 

review of the following documents to ensure a 
common understanding of roles necessary to 
support MTSS at the school-level
• School Coach Job Description
• School Leadership Team Recruitment and 

Selection
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Activity 2.2
• Your Implementation Specialist and Coordinator will 

facilitate the refinement of the School Leadership 
Team (SLT) Recruitment and Selection Process

• Determine which options will be used
• Finalize and document next steps

• Plan for sharing this information with school 
principals to support final selection of  SLTs by 
the end of October

• Add activities to your Implementation Plan
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Distinguishing Between Coaching Types
Systems Coaching

• Coaching to develop the 
capacity to effectively use or 
support the use of a an 
effective innovation (e.g., 
program, practice, 
framework) to enhance 
student outcomes

• Example: Supporting the 
school leadership team in the 
development and use of 
MTSS

Instructional Coaching
• “Content / practice-level 

coaching” to help teachers 
improve instruction in a 
discipline using a particular 
strategy, practice, or program 
to improve student outcomes

• Example: Supporting 
teachers in use of a reading 
intervention program
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Coaching Recipients
Individuals identified to receive coaching is 
dependent on the type of coaching provided

• Systems coaching: primary coaching 
recipient is a systems team (e.g. DIT, SLT)

• Instructional coaching: coaching recipients 
are individual staff (e.g., teachers)
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Activity 2.3
• Your Implementation Specialist and Coordinator 

will facilitate the refinement of the School Coach 
Recruitment and Selection Process
• Review, revise, and approve the selection process 
• Finalize and document next steps 

• Plan for sharing this information with school 
principals to support final selection of  school 
coaches by the end of October

• Add activities to your Implementation Plan
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Expectations for Use
• The recruitment and selection processes 

developed today will be used by principals to 
select coaches and teams

• Not all schools are ready at the same time
• Consideration needs to be given to each 

school’s level of readiness to determine which 
schools will use the process this year
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Recall: MiMTSS TAC District-Wide Approach

• All traditional K-12 schools will learn and 
successfully use the MTSS components

• Schools will either be divided into two cohorts to 
develop school model demonstration sites or 
potentially one cohort for smaller districts

• Professional learning for the first cohort of schools 
will begin this winter

• Once schools begin accessing professional learning 
the cohort designation cannot be changed
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School Cohorts
• Benefits of a second cohort:

• Addresses readiness
• Ensures adequate resources are available
• Provides opportunities for schools to learn from one another

• Factors to consider when determining 
readiness:

• Philosophical alignment of Leadership and Staff with PBIS 
and/or Scientifically-valid Reading Research

• Success of previous attempts to implement EIs
• Number of EIs schools are currently implementing
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Activity 2.4
• Your Coordinator will share the district 

leadership’s initial thoughts on the 
identification of school cohorts

• Consider the benefits of a second cohort and 
factors for determining school readiness

• Make a decision regarding school cohorts
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DCA Item 18
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Supporting Development of SLTs
• Meet with cohort 1 principals to:

• Complete committee audit and use process to select school 
leadership team and coaches

• Schedule conversations with team members to share SLT 
job description and confirm selection

• Schedule conversations with coaches to share coaching 
role, responsibilities and guidelines, plan for completing the 
selection process (e.g. selection questions), and confirm 
selection
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Assignment
• Access the District Installation Checklist in 

MiMTSS Data System to review the 
activities assigned for Module 5

• You will be asked to update your progress 
on a regular basis until all installation 
activities are completed
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End of Day Evaluation
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